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T R A N S F I N I T E SUBGROUP SERIES* 

BY GARRETT BIRKHOFF 

1. Summary. This note contains a proof that the Theorem 
of Jordan-Holder can be extended to the case of any series of 
normal subgroups or, more generally, to the case of what we 
shall call "T-invariant" subgroups well-ordered in the direction 
of increasing subgroups. An example is given showing that the 
replacement of "increasing" by "decreasing" in the preceding 
sentence renders the proposition false. 

Finally, the situation as regards the subgroup-series of com
pact topological groups homeomorphic with subsets of Cartesian 
w-space is clarified by two superficial observations. 

2. Definitions and Notation. Let G be any group; H and K 
any two subgroups of G. We shall write Ha K for the meet or 
cross-cut of H and K, and HuK for the subgroup generated 
by the join of H and K. The statements H<K and K>H mean 
that H is contained in, but is different from, K\ H <K and 
K>H mean that H<K is false. The statement HDK means 
H includes K. 

Now let A be the group of all automorphisms, and Ai the 
subgroup of the inner automorphisms of G, and let T be any 
subgroup of A containing AT. The subgroup H will be called 
T-invariant if and only if it is carried into itself under every 
automorphism of T. I t is certain that any T-invariant subgroup 
is normal. 

By a T-series of G we shall mean f any set 2 of T-in variant 
subgroups T{ of G with the two properties : 

(i) If i^j, then either Ti<T3- or Ti>Tj. 
(ii) To every ^-invariant subgroup X of G corresponds a 

Tie S such that T{ <X and Tj>X. 
By a well-ordered ascending {well-ordered descending) T-series 
of G is meant one in which every subset has a least (greatest) 
term. 

* Presented to the Society, September 7, 1934. 
t The cases T~Ai and T=A yield under these definitions normal sub

groups and chief series, and characteristic subgroups and characteristic series. 
The cases Aj<T<A yield generalizations. 
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3. Extension of the Jordan-Holder Theorem. We shall want 
to use the following rather simple lemma. 

LEMMA. If G is any groups while S, T, and V are T-invariant 
subgroups of G such that S is a largest T-invariant subgroup of G 
in T, then either SuU=TuUorSu U is a largest T-invariant 
subgroup of Gin Tu U. 

Suppose the contrary, that G contained a ^-invariant sub
group W satisfying S u U<W<TuU. Consider WnT; evi
dently ScW nTcT, whence W n T = S or WnT=T. But if 
W r\T=T, then W=> T as well as W=> U, so that W? T u U 
contrary to hypothesis. While if W n T=*S, then since U cW, 
S uU=(W t\T)uU=W n(UuT) = W, again contrary to hy
pothesis.* 

We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let 2 : 1 = T!<T2<T3< • • • <Tm = G and 
2 ' : 1 = T{ <Tl <T3 < • • • <Tn =G be any two well-ordered 
ascending T-series\ of G. Then we can establish a (1,1) correspond
ence between the Ti+i/T{ and the Tj+\/Tj, such that correspond
ing factor-groups are isomorphic under an isomorphism preserved 
under every automorphism performed by T. 

For let Tjd) be the first term of 2 ' satisfying Tf
j(i) u 7\-

= Tj(i)u Ti+i. Then j(i) is evidently single-valued and de
fined for all i. 

Now j(i) is not a limit-number. For since to contain one ele
ment of Ti+i—Ti and all of Ti would be j to contain all of 
7\+i, we can be sure that§ 

Tf u Ti = lim T£ u Ti = £ Ti u T, 

* We are using the fundamental combinatorial formula for normal sub
groups, that if ,4c C, then A U(B(\ Q = (A uB)n C. See Theorem 26.1 of my 
paper On the combination of subalgebras, Proceedings of the Cambridge Phil
osophical Society, vol. 29 (1933), pp. 441-464. 

f Here m and n are of course finite or transfinite ordinals. 
t Since every (Tk U Ti) n r»+1 = T(i, k) is a T-invariant subgroup of G, 

we must exclude the hypothesis Ti < T(i, k) < r»+1. 
§ If S^SiCSzC • • • , then 51U<5*2U53U • • • =51+52+6 ,

3H for 
subalgebras of any algebra whose operations act only on finite sets of elements; 
for example, groups, rings, and lattices. 
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contains no elements of Ti+\—Ti. Tha1 is, j(i) — 1 surely exists. 
But Tj\i)-iu Ti<T'j{i)-iuTi+i is by the Lemma a largest 

^-invariant subgroup of G in 7j/(i-)u7»=71{(<)u3r,<-|.i. And we 
know that T ^ - i u 7\-+i c T'j(i)u 7\+i; therefore Tni^Lu Ti+\ 
= T'j{i)u Ti+i. That is, Ti+Ï is reciprocally the first term Tk 

of 2 such that Tk u r /
( t ) _i = T^u 7"'',,-). 

This establishes a (1, 1) correspondence between the Ti+i/Ti 
and the Tj +\/Tj. Since under this corresponde? ce the associa
tion of each coset of Ti+i/T, or Tj +i/Tj with that coset of 
TYj-iu Tj + i /7\-u r / containing it defines an isomorphism pre
served under every automorphism of T, we have proved 
Theorem 1. 

4. Simple Counter-Examples. Let C be the enumerable cyclic 
group generated by a single element g. Let Ai and J3$- denote 
the (normal) subgroups of G generated by g2% and g3*, respec
tively. I t is entirely evident that 

G > Ai > A2 > Az> • • ; 1 and 

G > B,> B2> B3> • • • ; 1 

are chief (and composition series in the natural sense of the 
word.* Yet the first contains only factor-groups of order two, 
and the second only those of order three. There results the 
following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. The enumerable cyclic Abelian group has well-
ordered descending chief series which do not satisfy the theorem 
of Jordan-Holder, 

We must not assume that because one T-series of a group is 
well-ordered in the direction of increasing subgroups, all of its 
T-series are. Take the enumerable Abelian group G generated 
by elem nts au a2, a3, • • • of order two. Let Si denote the 
(no mal; subgroup generated by ah • • • , a», and Ti the (normal) 
subgroup generated by ai+1, ai+2, ai+s, • • • . Then the S» and 
the J\ (with I and G thrown in) constitute a counter-example. 

* See, for instance, O. Schreier, Über den Jordan-Holderschen Satz, Ham
burg Abhandlungen, vol. 6, pp. 300-302. Since the present paper was written, 
Schreier's proof has been improved by H. Zassenhaus, Zum Satz von Jordan-
Holder-Schreier, Hamburger Abhandlungen, vol. 10 (1934), pp. 106-109. 
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5. Compact Topological Groups. The following theorem is 
loosely related to Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 3. Let G be any compact topological group whose 
manifold is homeomorphic with a subset of Cartesian n-space. 
Then any series of closed subgroups of G can be well-ordered in the 
direction of increasing subgroups. 

For the different group nuclei* are at most (n + 1) in number. 
And the index of the subgroup generated by any one of these 
nuclei in any larger closed subgroup having the same nucleus is 
finite. 

But if we restrict ourselves to closed T-invariant subgroups, 
then the proof of Theorem 1 breaks down. For consider the 
additive group of residues modulo unity. The subgroups gener
ated by 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, •• • form one chief series, and those 
generated by 1/3, 1/9, 1/27, • • • a second one, and yet the 
two have not a single factor-group in common. 
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LOCI OF m-SPACES JOINING CORRESPONDING 
POINTS OF m + 1 PROJECTIVELY 
RELATED ^-SPACES IN r-SPACEf 

BY B. C. WONG 

Let m + 1 w-spaces5n
(1), Sn

i2), • • • , Sn
(m+1) be given in general 

positions in an r-space Sr. I t is convenient, but not necessary, 
to let r = M + m + w . We shall assume that the given ^-spaces 
are in an Smn+m+n- Now suppose that these ^-spaces are all pro-
jectively related, that is, to a given subspace in any one of them 
corresponds a definite subspace of the same number of dimen
sions in each of the others. These corresponding subspaces are 
themselves projectively related. 

Now consider a group of corresponding points, one in each of 
the m + 1 given ^-spaces. These points determine an m-space. 

* A group nucleus is a neighborhood of the identity; two group nuclei are 
considered the same if sufficiently small common neighborhoods of the origin 
are isomorphic. 

t Presented to the Society, June 20, 1934. 


